WELCOME 2013-2014 SYRACUSE ROTARY FOUNDATION GRANT RECIPIENTS!
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This Week’s Program:
The Syracuse Rotary Foundation 2013-14 Check Presentation
Join us this Friday noon, March 7 at Drumlins for a
gala celebration and reception with our 2013-14 grant
recipients. Continuing Syracuse Rotary’s long tradition of service above self, our grants this year range
from $1000 to $6000 to a variety of local not for profit
agencies, who like Rotary, continue to strive to make
Greater Syracuse a better place to live and work. Total
Syracuse Rotary giving this year amounts to $25,500,
reflecting the success of our recently concluded P&C

campaign which achieved each of its twin goals;
$10,000 and 100% Club member participation. Club
President, Gary Wilson, will be joined by Syracuse
Rotary Foundation President, Bob Pickett, in congratulating the recipients and presenting their respective
grant checks. This is a “don’t miss” meeting, so let’s plan
on a huge (with apologies to Billy) attendance this Friday to join Gary and Bob in giving each of our grant
recipients a rousing Syracuse Rotary welcome. z

From Our Archives: Camp Goodwill, the Best in Community Service
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was no longer feasible for Syracuse Rotary to continue to operate it. In 1980 the New York State Easter
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to the Syracuse Rotary Foundation which in turn sold
the land and facilities to an interested not for profit entity named High Esteem which continued to operate
a summer camp for handicapped children until only
recently under the name of Camp Goodwill in accordance with a license from Syracuse Rotary. z
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** UPDATE: THIS WEEK’S MEETING WILL BE IN DRUMLIN’S NEW UNIVERSITY ROOM, THE FORMER MEMBER’S LOUNGE**
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Scene and Herd Reboot

A Recap of Last Week’s Rotary Meeting
Winter just isn’t going away soon, so Prez Elect and
Press Editor par excellence, Jim Morrow, got with the
program and gave his happy dollar today because their
family snowman hasn’t melted yet... and isn’t likely to
for the foreseeable future...

Humor was abundant today, in
many shapes and
forms. For example, our Resident
Humorist, John
Lewien, gave the
invocation, advocating heart health
and a good walk in
the woods (anticipating our speaker
today no doubt)
to help further
From L to R: Mary Kate Intaglietta, the
that goal...so long
mug, President Wilson
as you don’t forget to return. He
also managed to get a plug in for Orange basketball
at the end, saying “Amen and Go Orange!” Not to be
outdone, when Mary Lou announced the 50-50 raffle, she advised that the Red Queen is easy to locate
since it’s “always in the middle” to which our ever alert
Prez quickly replied, “Yeah, so long as you’re down to
3 cards....”

get to the dining car. A minus is the claustrophobia
brought on by the upper bunk, assuming you can figure
out how to get up there in the first place....

Al Falcone confessed that while spending April in Paris (that has a certain ring to it...) he and Francoise will
be celebrating 58 years of happy married bliss. Way to
go, Doc! And many more.

We were treated to a delightful virtual walk in the
woods today by Mary Kate Intaglietta, Executive Director of the Baltimore Woods Nature Center (apparently named so because a prior farmer owner of the land
used to ship all his cattle to Baltimore). Mary Kate was
enthusiastic and informative about the many opportunities at BWNC to become better aware of and enjoy
nature, including an innovative program with the Syracuse Schools called “Nature in the City” which brings
science-based nature education programs into the elementary schools. Lots of good stuff going on out there
in Marcellus at this very parent/kid friendly place, so
while winter lasts, make the best of it and go out to
Baltimore Woods to do some quality snow shoeing. z

This Week’s Birthday
JACK LUCHSINGER, PDG
Birthday: March 3
Joined RCS : June 1995

Lots of talk at one table about Amtrak’s auto train and
the pluses and minuses. A plus is the good dinner (including an old fashioned white table cloth) which they
will cheerfully bring to your compartment if you can’t
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